
 

Complex pump controls made simple 
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Sulzer launches next generation controller for optimized 

performance of wastewater pumping stations 

 

Network pumping stations invariably encounter challenging conditions, and 

operators can face an uphill struggle to maintain reliability and low operating 

costs. BlueLinQ Pro, the latest addition to the Sulzer pump controller lineup, 

uses an intuitive, quicksetup wizard for simplified configuration and uses 

experience-designed presets to solve complex operating scenarios. 

Operators can interact seamlessly via the 7” touchscreen and use the 

integrated variable frequency drive (VFD) control to maximize pump efficiency 

and reduce energy costs. The new BlueLinQ Pro offers excellent scalability 

and is capable of controlling up to six assets including pumps, mixers and 

valves for the most effective operations.  

 

Plug-and-play performance 

 

The Sulzer BlueLinQ Pro offers advanced control features and a setup wizard that 

improve pump availability and reduce energy consumption - all within a small 

footprint that makes retrofitting easy. Built-in best efficiency point (BEP) and 

proportional integral derivative (PID) control logic functionality ensures that all 

pumps in the station operate as close to peak efficiency as possible. This reduces 

running costs and minimizes stress on the mechanical components. 

  



 

Smart control functionality provides multiple features that optimize pump operations 

and minimize the need for interventions from the maintenance team. The ability to 

calculate in and outflows, measure the speed of level changes and vary pump start 

and stop points ensures each pumping station operates to its full potential. This 

includes the addition of mixers and valves, which can also be included in the control 

logic delivered by the BlueLinQ Pro. 

 

Sulzer is setting a new standard for pumping station controllers. Simple module 

installation and configuration optimizes any retrofit by using multiple preset features 

to enhance performance. Round-the-clock remote monitoring and detailed analytics 

provide enhanced insights that support maintenance projects and minimize 

unnecessary call-outs. 

 

Simplifying complex tasks 

 

With so many very similar pumping stations in each network, the variety of 

controllers across sites can add unnecessary complexity for operators. The inherent 

flexibility of the BlueLinQ controller makes it ideal for many locations. Once the first 

station has been configured, all the settings can be easily transferred to others using 

the SD memory card facility, minimizing commissioning time.  

 

To further enhance the benefits of the BlueLinQ Pro, modern communications 

protocols offer excellent connectivity and remote access possibilities to maximize 

the effectiveness of operators and technicians. Centralized monitoring and 

programing ensure valuable staff and resources are only dispatched when 

absolutely necessary.  

 

In all, the features of this unique pump controller from Sulzer can support strategies 

to reduce operating costs, maximize reliability and optimize the productivity of the 

whole network.  



 

 

Take a minute to see what the future of pumping station control looks like: 

https://youtu.be/JqFpG5i4A6w  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://youtu.be/JqFpG5i4A6w
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Image 1: The Sulzer BlueLinQ Pro offers advanced control features and a setup 

wizard that improve pump availability and reduce energy consumption. 

 

 

 

 

The image(s) distributed with this press release are for Editorial use only and are 

subject to copyright. The image(s) may only be used to accompany the press 

release mentioned here, no other use is permitted.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

About Sulzer 

 

Sulzer is a global leader in fluid engineering and chemical processing applications. 

We specialize in energy-efficient pumping, agitation, mixing, separation, 

purification, crystallization and polymerization technologies for fluids of all types. 

Our solutions enable carbon emission reductions, development of polymers from 

biological sources, recycling of plastic waste and textiles, and efficient power 

storage. Our customers benefit from our commitment to innovation, performance 

and quality through our responsive network of 180 world-class manufacturing 

facilities and service centers across the globe.  

 

Sulzer has been headquartered in Winterthur, Switzerland, since 1834. In 2022, our 

12’900 employees delivered revenues of CHF 3.2 billion. Our shares are traded on 

the SIX Swiss Exchange (SIX: SUN). 

For more information, visit www.sulzer.com 
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